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ABSTRACT
How fast is the network? The speed at which real users
can download content at different locations and at different
times is an important metric for service providers. Knowl-
edge of this speed helps determine where to provision more
capacity and helps detect network problems. However, most
network-level estimates of these speeds today are obtained
using active “speed tests” that place substantial load on the
network and are not necessarily representative of actual user
experiences due to limited vantage points. These problems
are exacerbated in wireless networks where the physical loca-
tions of users play an important role in performance. To re-
dress these problems, this paper presents a new technique to
estimate achievable download speed using only flow records
collected passively. Estimating achievable speed passively is
non-trivial because the measured throughput of real flows is
often not comparable to the achievable steady-state TCP
rate. This can be because, for example, flows are small
and never exit TCP slow start or are rate-limited by the
content-provider. Our technique addresses these issues by
constructing a Throughput Index, a list of flow types that
accurately estimate achievable speed. We show that our
technique estimates achievable speed more accurately than
other techniques in a large 3G wireless network.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.3 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network
Operations

General Terms
Measurement
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1. INTRODUCTION
The achievable throughput of a steady-state TCP flow at

a given time and location in a network, hereafter referred
to as max-throughput, has long been recognized as an im-
portant metric for service providers.1 By measuring max-
throughput a service provider can determine locations where
provisioning more capacity would benefit users and detect
temporary network problems. The increasing popularity of
multimedia downloads and streaming only magnifies the im-
portance of measuring max-throughput. Yet, the rapid shift
from wired to wireless access links makes max-throughput
more difficult to estimate using traditional active measure-
ments. In this paper, we develop a new technique to esti-
mate max-throughput passively. We show that our approach
estimates max-throughput more accurately than other tech-
niques in a large 3G wireless network.

A number of active probing techniques exist to estimate
available capacity, but they are often insufficient to estimate
max-throughput. For example, researchers have proposed
lightweight active probing techniques based on measuring
the inter-packet spacing between pairs of packets (e.g., [3,
5, 8]). These techniques do not work well in wireless net-
works because packets are often delayed for reasons other
than congestion (e.g., due to physical layer loss or due to
scheduling into Transmission Time Intervals of 10 ms or
more [7]). Moreover, these techniques do not measure the
final fair-share and loss-induced throughput that a TCP
flow would achieve. Thus, the state-of-the-art for measuring
max-throughput in such networks is to periodically down-
load large files from a number of active probes while measur-
ing their achieved throughput. While such experiments pre-
cisely characterize the max-throughput to each active probe,
they have three obvious limitations: First, they place addi-
tional load on the network; second, they are expensive to
deploy and maintain; and third, they do not capture the
experience of real users at different vantage points.

Due to these limitations, active probes cannot scale to
cover a representative portion of an entire wireless network.
This paper examines whether passive measurements of real
flows within a network are sufficient to estimate max-
throughput. Estimating network metrics passively is not
new: they have been used to determine bottleneck link ca-
pacities [9], to determine RTTs [12], and to find bottlenecks
in a 3G core network [11]. However, using passive measure-

1Although other transport protocols exist, the throughput
of TCP is the most important practical measure since the
vast majority of flows use TCP (e.g., we find that 95% of
flows in a large 3G network use TCP).
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ments to estimate max-throughput poses unique challenges.
First, because the network does not control either end-point,
it can not control the duration of TCP flows. TCP flows take
several round trips to ramp up to their fair-share capacity,
so the observed throughput of small flows may not approx-
imate max-throughput. The duration of TCP slow start
is even longer in 3G networks because RTTs are typically
100s of milliseconds [12]. Second, flows may be throttled for
reasons other than reaching the available network capacity.
For example, content providers may rate limit streaming
content. Finally, the enormous traffic volume of all TCP
flows passing through a large network means that it is im-
practical to record and analyze every packet. In practice,
only periodic flow samples can be recorded, and little pro-
cessing can be done on those samples if we wish to monitor
max-throughput in near real-time.

In this paper, we develop a novel technique to estimate
max-throughput using only passively measured flow records.
Our technique works by constructing a Throughput Index
(TI) that includes only flow types that accurately estimate
max-throughput. Only flows that match a flow type in the
TI are used in estimates. We validate our technique in a
large 3G wireless network by comparing our passive max-
throughput estimates with active measurements. We make
the following contributions:

• Compared to previous passive TCP parameter estima-
tion techniques [2, 10, 11, 13, 14], our approach does
not require packet traces and requires no online pro-
cessing of flow records except for a simple, constant
time filter. Therefore, our approach is amenable to
very large-scale max-throughput monitoring and is al-
ready deployed as a prototype to monitor all data traf-
fic in a large 3G network.

• To our knowledge, our approach is the first passive
technique to estimate max-throughput that is validated
on traffic in the wild. We find that our max-throughput
estimates correlate well with measurements from ac-
tive probes in several large metropolitan areas. In ag-
gregate, we find a correlation coefficient of 0.88.

• Through the construction of a TI, we classify rate-
limited content-providers and applications. Surpris-
ingly, we find that nearly 60% of large flows are rate-
limited and can never reach the peak network capacity.

2. BACKGROUND
To evaluate passive max-throughput estimation, we ana-

lyze traffic traces from a large UMTS wireless network. The
majority of our analysis in this paper uses traces collected
from April 1-7, 2010. We collected these traffic traces from
an infrastructure [4] that monitored all traffic on the Gn in-
terface between all Serving GPRS Support Nodes (SGSNs)
and Gateway GPRS Support Nodes (GGSNs) in the packet-
switched part of the UMTS Core Network [7]. Data traffic
that originates from user handsets travels from the Radio
Access Network (RAN) to the Gn interface before exiting to
the Internet. Similarly, all traffic from the Internet to user
handsets crosses the Gn interface. These traces contain traf-
fic from all regions of the UMTS network roughly within the
Pacific and Central timezones. The data that we use for this
study does not contain personally identifiable information.

Flow Records. For our study, the measurement infrastruc-
ture collected one flow record for each flow every 1 minute
for a random 3% of users. Flows are distinguished by the
standard (ipsrc, ipdst, sport, dport) tuple. For the purposes
of our study, each flow record is annotated with two fields:
application, the application protocol used in the flow, and
content-provider, the service the flow is communicating with.
Each record is also annotated with the following three statis-
tics: bytes, the volume transferred during the 1 minute in-
terval, duration, the time between the first and last packets
in the interval, total bytes, the volume transferred since the
start of the flow. Note that the annotated flow records con-
tain no personally identifying information. The application
classification in our annotated flow records uses well known
heuristics based on application headers and port numbers
(see [6] for details). The content-provider for the annota-
tion is identified by the HTTP Content-Provider header or
the DNS name of the server when available. It is empty oth-
erwise. HTTP traffic dominates the traffic as it is used for
web browsing, downloads, and streaming. We define a flow
type to be a (application, content-provider) pair; we find it
useful to group flows records by flow type.

Device Categories. Different handset types have maxi-
mum air interface speeds that differ by several Mbps. In or-
der to factor out the influence of different handset types and
radio access technologies, this paper only considers down-
link 3G flows from HSDPA category 6 devices, which are
able to reach 3.6 Mbps in the download direction. In prac-
tice, we use our technique to estimate max-throughput for
each class of devices and in each direction separately. The
device type is identified by the Type Allocation Code of the
device, which is available in the GTP tunnel carrying IP
traffic between the GGSN the RAN [1].

Throughput Normalization. For proprietary reasons, all
throughput values presented in this paper are normalized
by an arbitrary constant (i.e., normalized throughput =
throughput/C). Normalization does not change the dy-
namic range represented in figures.

3. METHODOLOGY
Our goal is as follows: given all TCP flow records that

traversed a set of network paths during a time interval, out-
put an estimate of the average max-throughput over that
time interval when downloading from an unconstrained In-
ternet source. The most trivial algorithm would be to apply
a summary function over the byte/duration values in all
flow records (e.g., the mean). However, most of these values
will not reflect max-throughput because bytes transferred
depends not only on available capacity, but also on total
flow size, application protocol, and content-provider. This
section describes our technique for filtering flow records to
discard the effects of these other factors.

3.1 Why not Measure All Large Flows?
A TCP flow can transfer many bytes before achieving its

steady-state throughput because it begins in a slow-start
phase that incrementally probes for the available capacity.
Therefore, an obvious first step to measure max-throughput
is to only examine flows that have transferred enough bytes
to exit slow-start. The volume transferred during slow-start
depends on the RTT and the bottleneck capacity. These
two parameters vary based on flow, but a first order ap-
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Figure 1: Median normalized throughput of non-
rate-limited flow records vs. flow size. All flow
records with size 2i ≤ total bytes < 2i+1 are aggre-
gated in the bin 2i.
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Figure 2: CDF of the measured throughput distri-
bution of 1MB+ flows from: all flows, a (application,
content-provider) that is rate-capped, one that is par-
tially rate-limited, and one that is not rate-capped
or partially rate-limited.

proximation is to find a flow size that allows most flows
to exit slow-start.2 Figure 1 shows that the median mea-
sured throughput of non-rate-limited flow records stabilizes
at about flow size = 1MB. (We describe how we identify
rate-limited flows in §3.2.)

Thus, the next most obvious algorithm is to apply a sum-
mary function over the byte/duration values in all flow
records that have total bytes ≥ 1MB. For brevity, we call
these records the 1MB+ flows. However, this algorithm is
not sufficient because measured throughput of identically
sized large flows can still vary based on application pro-
tocol and content-provider. For example, Figure 2 shows
the distribution of measured throughput values over 1MB+

2Since our study examines a wireless network, TCP may exit
slow start due to physical layer loss rather than congestion
induced loss. Indeed, the throughput in Figure 1 contin-
ues to increase linearly at a slow rate even after the knee in
the curve, which indicates that TCP AIMD sometimes finds
more capacity available after slow-start. However, since our
goal is to estimate the max-throughput that real users ac-
tually experience, we do not attempt to exclude the effects
of physical layer loss.
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Figure 3: Histogram of the 95th percentile of
throughput from each application, content-provider,
and (application, content-provider) flow type, respec-
tively.

flows for several (application, content-provider) flow types.
The rate-capped type appears to be bottle-necked at or rate-
limited by the content-provider since none of its flows achieve
the higher throughputs possible, as shown in the tail of the
all flows line. This is in contrast to the non-rate-limited type,
which achieves throughput values throughout the possible
spectrum. The partially rate-limited line shows that a flow
type can exhibit bimodal behavior: rate-limited in some
flows (0-40%) but non-rate-limited in others (40-100%). This
can be because the same application protocol is used for con-
trol messages and bulk transfer. Our inspection of flow types
showed that most fall into one of these three categories. This
includes application protocols that are used only for control
messages, which would appear to be rate-capped at a very
low throughput value.

Note that a flow can appear to be rate-limited for a variety
of reasons, including traffic shaping by the content-provider,
application protocol bottlenecks, and persistent congestion
or capacity problems on the Internet path to the server. In
practice, we do not actually need to detect the cause of the
rate-limiting, only its effect on the throughput distribution.

3.2 Identifying Rate-Limited Flows
To obtain a more accurate measure of max-throughput,

we must filter out the applications and content-providers
that have flow distributions similar to the rate-capped and
partially rate-limited flow types. We define a rate-capped flow
type to be one that never reaches the available capacity of
the network. We defined a partially rate-limited flow type to
be one that has a significant fraction of rate-limited flows.
We describe two heuristics to detect each flow type below.

To identify rate-capped flows, we note that the rate-capped
flow distribution shown in Figure 2 never crosses the tail of
the all flows distribution. In general, if we assume that at
least 5% of all 1MB+ flows reach the available capacity, then
a non-rate-capped flow type should have a 95th percentile
throughput at least as large as the 95th percentile through-
put of all 1MB+ flows. This is because all 1MB+ flows in-
cludes both rate-limited and non-rate-limited flow records.
Figure 3 shows a histogram of the 95th percentile of each
flow type, where we define flow type by application only,
content-provider only, and (application, content-provider)
pair. Only flow types with at least 100 flows are presented.
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Figure 4: Histogram of the Maximum Slope Ratio
of each (application, content-provider) flow type for de-
tails. See text in §3.2. Note the logarithmic scale of
the x-axis.

We see that for the content-provider and (application,
content-provider) distributions, there is a clear mode to the
right of the “95th percentile of all 1MB+ flows” line. This
mode represents the non-rate-capped flows. The application
distribution does not exhibit this mode, which suggests rate-
capping is primarily a property of content-providers, not ap-
plication protocols. We identify all flow types to the left of
the line as rate-capped.

To identify partially rate-limited flows, we note that the
partially rate-limited flow distribution shown in Figure 2 is
bimodal: the first portion of the distribution has a very
steep slope due to rate-limiting, while the later portion is
less steep. In general, we want to detect these dramatic
decreases in a flow type’s CDF slope. We use the following
heuristic: Let si and si+5 be the slopes at percentile i and
i + 5, respectively. We define the slope ratio of si and si+5

to be si/si+5. Define the maximum slope ratio to be the
greatest slope ratio over i ∈ [7, 8, 9, . . . , 93] (we ignore the
top and bottom percentiles to guard against outliers). The
maximum slope ratio will be large if there is a dramatic
decrease in slope within any 5 percentile range. In practice,
we approximate si as the difference between percentile (i −
2.5) and percentile (i + 2.5).

Figure 4 shows a histogram of the maximum slope ratio
over each (application, content-provider) flow type. Again,
only flow types with at least 100 flow records are presented.
We see a primary mode to the left of line at maximum slope
ratio = 5. This mode represents flow types without dra-
matic changes in slope. However, there is also a long tail to
the right of this line. We identify flow types to the left of
the“partial rate-limiting threshold”as partially rate-limited.
The choice of a threshold = 5 conservatively captures the
most of the flow types in the main mode. We note that our
approach described in the next section is not very sensitive
to this threshold value (we have tried thresholds up to 20
without noticeable differences).

3.3 Our Approach: A Throughput Index
To obtain a better estimate of max-throughput, our ap-

proach is to include only flow types that are non-rate-capped
and non-rate-limited. We call the set of all (application,
content-provider) types that satisfy these criteria the
Throughput Index (TI). Table 1 shows the top 15 flow types

% 1MB+ Throughput (norm)
Flow type C L Flows Median Mean
(streaming, C1) • 11.79 0.229 0.237
(http other, C2) 10.91 0.497 0.502
(file download, C3) 9.35 0.427 0.477
(http other, C4) • • 6.78 0.032 0.028
(streaming, C5) 6.36 0.539 0.559
(p2p, C6) • • 3.03 0.014 0.029
(unknown, C7) • • 2.80 0.009 0.027
(email, C8) • 1.19 0.056 0.116
(web browsing, C4) • • 0.95 0.032 0.026
(streaming, C5) • 0.92 0.266 0.328
(http other, C9) 0.90 0.566 0.576
(email, C10) • 0.80 0.147 0.175
(web browsing, C2) • 0.76 0.421 0.415
(streaming, C4) • • 0.75 0.025 0.028
(email, C11) • 0.61 0.072 0.155
...
TI 38.7 0.503 0.524

Table 1: Top 15 (application, content-provider) flow
types, the % of 1MB+ flows they comprise, and the
normalized median and mean throughputs of their
1MB+ flows. Each content-provider is identified
with a consistent Cx identifier. Column ‘C’ and ’L’
indicate rate-capped flows and partially rate-limited
flows, respectively. Bold rows are in the TI.

by number of 1 MB+ flows, whether they are identified as
rate-capped (C) and/or partially rate-limited (L), and their
mean and median throughputs. The bold entries are in-
cluded in the TI. We see that mean and median through-
puts of TI flow types are much closer to each other than
non-TI flow types, as expected of unconstrained vs. con-
strained downloads. One anomaly is the “web browsing”
flow type third from last in the table, which has mean and
median throughputs similar to the other TI flow types. A
few of these potential “false negatives” exist because their
95th percentiles of throughput or maximum slope ratios fall
just below or above our choice of thresholds. However, it is
clear from Figure 3 and Figure 4 that modifying the thresh-
olds slightly would not dramatically change the fraction of
rate-capped or partially rate-limited flow types. Moreover,
a perfect classification isn’t necessary for the TI to be func-
tional.

Table 1 also shows that inspecting the application protocol
or content provider is not sufficient to determine which flow
types are rate-limited. For example, the top two stream-
ing applications use the exact same streaming protocol, but
one is clearly rate-capped while the other is not. This is
because the protocol can be configured so that the entire
stream is downloaded at once. In addition, we see that iden-
tifying flow type by (application, content-provider) rather
than just application or content-provider is important, since
some content-providers have both non-rate-limited and rate-
limited applications (e.g., C2 and C5). Table 2 shows the
percentage of flows and flow types in each flow type category.
Only the flow types with at least 100 flows are analyzed, but
the remaining flow types comprise only 6% of flows. Sur-
prisingly, nearly 60% of large flows are rate-capped and can
never reach the peak network capacity. The TI includes 39%
of flows and 23% of flow types.

In practice, we compute the TI offline based on a repre-
sentative time period of flow records. Once computed, we
process flows online using the TI as a filter to select flows for
max-throughput estimates. We currently recompute the TI
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C L C+L TI
% 1 MB+ Flows 25.8 1.9 33.5 38.7
% (application, content-provider) 24.3 3.0 49.6 23.1

Table 2: Percent of flows and (application, content-
provider) types that are rate-capped (C), partially
rate-limited (L), both (C+L), and in the TI.

once every few months since we have observed that the dis-
tributions of popular (application, content-provider) types
do not change often.

A final question is how to aggregate the byte/duration
measurements of flows in the TI. We evaluate two approach-
es: The first approach, TI-F, takes a mean over the through-
puts of all flows records in the TI. This aggregate will be rel-
atively robust to outlier users since it weights a very large
number of flows from different users equally. However, it
is also sensitive to non-network problems that impact the
top 3 content-providers since they make up a majority of all
flows in the TI. The second approach,TI-T, takes the mean
of the means of each flow type. This aggregate weights each
flow type equally so it is more robust to unexpected changes
with individual content-providers, but it is more sensitive
to unpopular flow types that may only be used by a small
number of users. In the next section, we show that the es-
timate produced by each of these aggregates is comparable
under typical circumstances.

4. EVALUATION
Evaluating the accuracy of any max-throughput estima-

tion technique, whether passive or active, is difficult because
“ground truth”measurements are not available from all user
locations at all times. In this section, we evaluate our passive
max-throughput estimation techniques by comparison with
a set of active measurements. Although these active mea-
surements do not necessarily represent ground truth, they
do represent the current state-of-the-art for max-throughput
estimation. The TI estimates of max-throughput are closer
to these active measurements than alternative passive mea-
surement techniques, which suggests that the TI estimates
are more representative of max-throughput.

4.1 Setup
In this section we compare our passive max-throughput

estimation techniques against active measurements in sev-
eral 3G wireless network regions. Each region roughly covers
a major metropolitan area. In addition, we compare against
the aggregated measurements from all regions in roughly the
Pacific and Central timezones.

We perform active throughput measurements from probes
in several stationary locations. Each probe performs a
throughput measurement by downloading a 3MB file via
FTP from a well-provisioned server close to the Gn inter-
face. 2 to 3 measurements per probe are collected each hour.
Each region we consider in this section has probes in 3 to
12 different vantage points. The active max-throughput es-
timate we report each hour is the mean of all measurements
from all probes in a region. We note that the active probes
are generally placed in locations with good RF conditions.
Thus, we expect that they would perform better than the
average subscriber handset.

We select the flow types in the TI using traffic from March
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Figure 5: Comparison of active and passive esti-
mates for region R1. Each point represents the es-
timate for one hour.

24-30, 2010. Then, we compute the TI-F and TI-T esti-
mates based on traffic observed on April 3-7, 2010. We
also compute the näıve All 1MB+ Flows estimate, which
corresponds to the mean throughput of all flow records with
total bytes ≥ 1 MB. We compare these passive max-
throughput estimates to the active estimates for each hour
during the same time period.

4.2 Results
Figure 5 shows a scatter plot comparing active and pas-

sive estimates. Each point represents the estimate for one
hour in the largest region. If active and passive estimates re-
port the same values, then the points would fall on the x=y
line. We see that the All 1MB+ Flows approach produces
estimates that are significantly less than the active measure-
ments. TI-F produces estimates that are much closer, but are
still generally less. This may be because some flows in the
TI are still rate-limited by application behaviors that we do
not detect. It may also be because the active measurement
probes are in higher quality vantage points (i.e., better RF
conditions) than most real users. During a few hours, the
TI-F estimate is higher than the active measurement (i.e.,
the points above the diagonal). These cases can probably
be attributed to variance in the small number of active mea-
surement samples. Evaluating which set of measurements is
closer to the “ground truth” is the subject of future work,
but we are encouraged that both active estimates and the
TI-F estimates show a similar trend over time.

Relative Difference. To see if this trend generalizes, we
compare the relative difference between the passive and ac-
tive estimates in other regions. Figure 6 compares the rel-
ative difference between each set of passive and active esti-
mates for all regions and the 10 regions with the most active
probe vantage points. The top of each bar indicates the me-
dian relative difference (over all hours) and the error bars
show the 25th and 75th percentiles. We see that both the
TI-F and TI-T estimates have roughly the same relative dif-
ference over all regions and both have relative differences
substantially less than the All 1MB+ Flows approach. Most
TI-F and TI-T estimates are less than 30% different than the
active measurements, while most All 1MB+ Flows estimates
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Figure 7: Correlation of passive estimates to active
throughput estimates in all regions and the top 10
regions. Each error bar shows the 95% confidence
interval of the corresponding correlation coefficient.

are more than 50% different. One anomaly is region R7,
where the TI estimates have greater relative differences. We
believe this is due to the active probes being in unrepre-
sentative locations because this is the only location where
the active estimates are lower than all passive estimates, on
average.

Correlation. In addition to similar estimate values, we also
expect good passive estimates to be correlated with the ac-
tive estimates over time. That is, when the active estimate
goes down (e.g., due to contention) we also generally expect
the passive estimate to go down. Figure 7 shows Pearson’s
correlation coefficient between each passive estimate time
series and the corresponding active estimate time series in
all regions and the top 10. The error bars show 95% confi-
dence intervals of the correlation coefficients. Two perfectly
correlated signals would have a correlation of 1 and any cor-
relation greater than 0.6 is well correlated. We see that both
TI-F and TI-T are at least as correlated with the active esti-
mates as the All 1MB+ Flows estimates. The correlation is

substantially greater than the All 1MB+ Flows estimates in
some regions, such as R2 and R6.

The regions where the TI estimates are less correlated
with the active estimates, such as R2, R4, R5, and R7, are
regions where there are fewer samples either in the TI or
from the active probes. When many vantage points are ag-
gregated, such as in the All case, the TI and active estimates’
correlations are very high (close to 0.9). This suggests that
when enough samples are available, the TI estimates corre-
late well to aggregate network-level effects such as shared
congestion. To improve the TI’s correlation of these effects
at finer network granularities, we are currently increasing
the sampling rate of flow types in the TI from 3% to 100%
of users. This is feasible because the number of TI flows is
small relative to the total flows that traverse the network.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Our results demonstrate that max-throughput can be es-

timated using passive measurements via judicious selection
of flows. In this paper, we presented our initial attempt at
such a selection by identifying non-rate-limited flow types
to place in a Throughput Index.

By applying the TI approach to more real traffic, we hope
to resolve a few outstanding issues. First, the the minimum
flow size necessary to reach TCP steady-state depends on the
RTT and the available capacity, both of which are dynamic
quantities. We plan to explore how this flow size can be
varied based on network conditions, which should improve
the TI’s max-throughput estimates when available capacity
grows. Second, the filtering of certain flow records presents
a trade-off between the number of samples and their aggre-
gate accuracy. We plan to explore how to utilize the noisier
rate-limited samples when an insufficient number of non-
rate-limited samples exist. Third, application protocol and
content-provider behavior can change over time. We plan to
explore how to detect such changes dynamically by exam-
ining how each flow type contributes to the TI over time.
Fourth, our approach assumes that most flows in the TI are
typical and benign. In the future, we will explore how ma-
licious and abnormal flows that skew the max-throughput
estimate can be detected. Finally, while we believe the
TI approach generalizes to wired networks, further study
is needed to understand the impact of the greater hetero-
geneity in vantage points and TCP stacks.
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